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The house-influenced 
tracks of

Mark Fell
form a politicised 
interrogation of rave’s 
unspoken agendas.  
His latest album 
furthers his aesthetic 
of self-limitation, where 
unknown pleasures 
arise from conscious 
restriction. By Dan 
Barrow. Photography 
by Mayumi Hosokura
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Mark Fell in Tokyo, May 2015
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When I meet Mark Fell in Sheffield, he’s just come 
from an anti-fascist demonstration in his nearby 
hometown of Rotherham. He has lived in the area all 
his life, raising a family, studying at what was then 
Psalter Lane Art College and finding his first musical 
collaborators in the city’s rave and techno scene. On 
the way from the train station he points out a shop 
doorway: the club where Phil Oakey first saw Joanne 
Catherall and Susan Sully and recruited them for The 
Human League.

Fell has spent most of the three years since his 
last album – Sentielle Objectif Actualité, a collection 
of remixes of his own material originally released 
under the name Sensate Focus – travelling, making 
performances and installations. He later mentions 
he’s off again to Japan in a few days to play a string 
of shows. (He has also “been invited to design my 
own soy sauce” by a respected sauce artisan who’s 
a fan.) His new album, The Neurobiology Of Moral 
Decision Making, was recorded in Budapest with 
the young Hungarian producer Gábor Lázár. But in 
conversation Fell gives the impression of a kind of 
intellectual localism, of habits of thought he could 
only have acquired growing up in South Yorkshire: of 
independent positions staked out and quietly – but 
obdurately – defended.

He has a public image as something of an egghead. 
The tone of his written comments on his work, in 
the context of an international dance music scene 
that combines dopey empiricism with unworldly 
effusions, is at once bluffly technical and shadowed 
by a vague sense of grand overarching theories. The 
back of Sentielle Objectif Actualité includes reams 
of technical DJ notes that border on the pedantic. 
The lucid explanations of process accompanying his 
releases are pitched somewhere between serialist 
programme notes and the forum posts of a gear nerd. 
But this is simultaneously undercut by an unblinking 
iconoclasm with regard to cultural pieties. 

His 2011 mix for Resonance FM’s Pattern 
Compulsions series may have included Russell Haswell 
and Iannis Xenakis, but it finished with pop singer 
Alexis Jordan’s “Hush Hush” mixed with the battering 
wind tunnel noises of Austrian techno producer Franz 
Pomassl. In person, Fell is friendly and dryly funny. He 
gives the impression of someone resigned to patiently 
explaining himself to journalists who don’t quite get 
what he’s up to – who can’t grasp that, nested within 
his work, is a quiet and determined assault on all their 
aesthetic prejudices.

Neurobiology is a case in point, causing reviewers 
to puzzle over the title. “You know the singer 
Toyah – Toyah Wilcox? She released this record 
called Sheep Farming In Barnet. When I was a kid 
I saw this record, I never bought it. And I thought, 
that title is mental, why has she called a record 
Sheep Farming In Barnet? Is it about sheep farming 
in Barnet? Clearly not.” When he came across the 
title of a cognitive neuroscience paper by Emory 
University researcher Gregory Berns, he thought, “Oh 
my God, what a fantastic title” – one that bore the 
same relation to the record as Wilcox’s title to hers. 
“It’s just something that gets drawn into the orbit of 
the work. For me the title Neurobiology is about the 
disconnect between these two different domains: 
this moral activity and how that can be explained by 
neurological processes. And also it just sounded 
right – it had the right amount of syllables and when 

you say it, it has the right rhythm. And luckily Gábor 
liked it, so there was no argument about that.”

When Fell first started making records in the late 
1990s, as one half of SND with Mat Steel, it was the 
result of a long and convoluted journey of engagement 
with sound. The stylistic DNA of SND’s spiky-lush 
deconstructed techno – Mike Ink and Thomas 
Brinkmann, Ryoji Ikeda’s datamatics pieces, Mego’s 
early catalogue, New York house – was only the latest 
iteration of a series of musical obsessions with which 
Fell struggled, and which mapped out the coordinates 
of his own work.

His first love was the synth pop of The Human 
League, Soft Cell, Yazoo et al. It appealed in part 
because “I was always averse to macho behaviour – 
even at a young age if I saw someone acting laddy, it 
was just like, this is a really cliched thing to be.” And 
it was a local reality: The Human League, Heaven 17 
and ABC were still around in Sheffield; Soft Cell had 
started in Leeds, just up the M1. Fell’s neighbour 
worked in the university’s electronics department and 
let him use his synthesizer.

Fell quickly ploughed through the industrial canon, 
On-U Sound and early house and techno. The inferno 
of rave culture, he says, had a particular intensity 
and political meaning in Yorkshire. “It was like the 
whole north of England turned into a massive rave that 
lasted for three years. It was all about people being 
sick of the political climate, of being punished for 
being citizens, of not having money. The government 
were overtly sexist, racist, homophobic. They targeted 
single parents, they tried to outlaw certain types of 
music. It was a crazy, repressive time and everyone had 
just had enough.” 

The Thatcher government’s decimation of industry 
and the need for social alternatives were close to 
home. “My dad worked in the steel industry, he lost his 
job. [The Battle of] Orgreave happened in the village 
next door to where I lived. It was like, society is falling 
to bits and where do I stand in that? I didn’t want all 
the trappings of consumer society, so I was building 
this alternative world and alternative set of values.” 
The younger Fell had been immersed in Marxism 
and the anti-psychiatric writings of RD Laing, and 
electronic music was a perfect fit.

But rave’s eventual toll, with drug casualties all 
around, made him distance himself. “I enjoyed going 
to those places for the music but became critical of 
it. I stopped dancing and would be stood at the side 
of the club the whole night just observing. And also I 
hated the whole hardcore movement. At that point I got 
into really deep New York house as a reaction against 
it, because I thought there was something more 
radical about this well-produced, well-considered 
music – hardcore music sounded like if my dad had 
made a house track.” He adds that this isn’t a view 
he’s kept, but “I’d been through Throbbing Gristle and 
Einstürzende Neubauten and noise and aggression. 
For me it was an aesthetic, formalist thing about this 
New York house. The structure of it made sense to me. 
It was almost like listening to a diagram or something.”

It’s a reference point he’s returned to time and 
again: in the steely percussion and baffling chord 
and snare structures of 2010’s Multistability; in his 
collaborations with Terre Thaemlitz (aka DJ Sprinkles); 
in the weird, unspooling logic of his Sensate Focus 
releases; even in a new EP on Pan with Eric Wiegand 
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(aka Errorsmith), in which hollow, warping chords 
dance over hallucinatory pads. But at the time he 
couldn’t make house tracks himself. It was only 
through his soon-to-be collaborators – Jez Potter, 
who introduced him to Pan Sonic, Mille Plateaux and 
Sähkö, and with whom he formed the chaotic Shirt 
Trax, and Mat Steel – that he could approach this 
music crabwise. The first SND 12", which Fell and Steel 
released in 1997, was, with its pinging syncopated 
tones, a strange mirror of Fell’s beloved New York 
house, “a very formalist nonrepresentational piece 
that didn’t have all this ornamentation”.

The history of computer music is a dialectic between 
the imagined – ideological – scope of its dominion 
over sound (as revolutions in audio technology, from 
MUSIC to Max/MSP, expanded the audio processing 
power available to musicians) and the forms, meanings 
and sensations that it actually gives body to. Between, 
in other words, the self-importance of a certain kind of 
software muso-dom and the lived experience of music 
as a struggle with tools, limits, traditions, faltering 
bodies and imaginations, terror and politics. Like the 
sorcerer’s apprentice, the composer can grow overly 
fond of the power they wield. The ugly double of the 
1990s’ dream of an ocean of sound is the swollen 
body of a music that chews and digests all of sound. 
Autechre’s Confield, Squarepusher post-Go Plastic, 
Oval’s wobbly 2000-01 phase, Clark’s early work, 
swathes of nondescript laptop composition, even 
Parmegiani’s own late digital works, exemplify this 
accidental genre: prog for PowerBooks. 

In contrast with this is Fell’s solo music, which 
often sounds as if constructed by cybernetic worker 
bees. Neurobiology, Multistability and UL8 possess a 
freewheeling order based on a constrained selection 
of materials within the apparently unlimited field of 
sound in circuitry’s reach: rhythmic micropatterns, a 
sonic palette with only two or three elements, simple 
systems running over and over again. Multistability 
and UL8 explore the tiny variations created by the 
relationship between stuttering percussive pops 
and a wavering, abrasive synth. Periodic Orbits Of A 
Dynamic System Related To A Knot (2011) sounds, 
by comparison, as free as fire music, but a lot of its 
pleasure comes in tracking the longer-range rhythms 
of what appear unvarying hailstorms of piercing 
tones. Neurobiology was made with nothing but a 
kickdrum, a handclap, and a laptop running an audio 
recording program with the Lazerbass soft-synth and 
a pattern-generating program.

In a Collateral Damage essay published in The 
Wire 348, Fell describes the logic of music – and, 
implicitly, his own music – in terms of a football 
match: “In football, the laws of physics, the rules 
of the game... combine to give keep the system in a 
state of equilibrium and give it significance.” In Fell’s 
work, fragments of dance genres are torn from their 
contexts and stripped down to their barest logic, 
each component probed and rearranged until it makes 
provisional sense in its system.

“As I was learning music I only ever had one bit 
of equipment at a time. So I’d save up to buy a drum 
machine, then I’d sell that and save some more money 
and buy [something else]. My learning how to produce 
music was about, what can I do on this one bit of 
equipment? So consequently it meant exploring the 
character of equipment in extreme detail and finding 

the bits that I liked and then making music in response 
to that… Early on when I started to make music, I met 
a guy whose parents were exceptionally wealthy, and 
he had a large studio with more equipment than I could 
ever imagine. And all he ever talked about was, I just 
need to buy this other bit of equipment and then I’ll 
be able to make this record.” By contrast, SND’s first 
three albums were made with one E-mu e6400 sampler.

For Fell, the rhetoric around creativity that sees 
instruments as transparent conduits of musicians’ 
imaginations merely leads back to “this overbearing 
Cartesian worldview where we’re determinate 
controllers of the universe”. It’s an opinion he voiced 
in his Wire essay: “Users of software packages may 
say they are drawn to openness, yet the same users 
demonstrate a much more significant interest in the 
narrower systems that can be built with them.” The 
magic lure of so-called open systems, he says now, 
doesn’t compel him: “For me there’s no such thing as 
anything that is theoretically transparent or open, 
and if there was it would be no use to me as an artist.” 
Every aesthetic decision is an engagement not only 
with a composer’s own judgements, but with the social 
and political realities surrounding music’s artificially 
rarefied sphere. “For me every aesthetic position 
is also an ideological position: it’s not just this 
transparent blob of niceness that you either like or 
don’t like.” The computer music rhetoric of technical 
reach forms the musical equivalent of a proto-
Thatcherite rational-selfish individualism, although 
this is by no means a universal view, and Fell’s own 
enthusiasms – especially the DIY operations of Fad 
Gadget, Yazoo’s Vince Clarke and acid house pioneers 
Phuture – suggest other ways of patching the 
system. Designers have of course attempted to work 
alternatives into their tools, from SuperCollider to 
Xenakis’s UPIC system, though Fruity Loops has had a 
far more radical impact than either. 

The seductive, anonymous slickness of NY house, 
with its complex patterns from a few sparse elements, 
also provides the possibility for a critique in the dance. 
Fell’s almost Beckettian renunciation of choices 
is branded with its social burden, challenging the 
hierarchies created by art’s military-industrial level 
technical demands. “It’s definitely oppositional, 
and challenges this idea that you need a research 
department with a supercomputer [to make good 
music]. Actually, I’ve got a drum machine and a 
cassette deck and I’m gonna make my music on that. 
And it’s gonna be more interesting.” 

There’s a flipside to this: that the limits and 
patterns of sound, whether compositional systems 
or genre conventions, are its only possible source of 
meaning. And here’s one of Fell’s idiosyncracies: while 
it’s clear that the lab-coated researcher persona is 
one he turns on for effect and he’s perfectly willing 
to explain what he sees as the politics of his work, he 
never talks about what the hallucinatory close knit 
patterns of his tracks do, what meanings secreted 
in their forms might be articulated in the dance or 
by home listeners. His frame of reference seems so 
personal and solid, so close to the technical nuts 
and bolts of his set-up that every other level is 
made to vanish. In that sense he’s a classicist of 
data, for whom there’s nothing in his music except 
its material and the ways it can be rearranged. That 
stance perhaps comes from his art school training and 

interest in minimalism, though when I ask about this 
he half-denies it: “There’s a formalist elegance to it 
that just ticks my boxes – but I mean, that’s just part 
of my aesthetic prejudices. It’s not like I’m claiming to 
do anything revolutionary – it does have a tradition in 
minimalist art but I’m not scared of just saying, I like it 
like that. There’s clearly a reason for that but it’s not 
like I’m out to psychoanalyse myself.”

Demystification reverts, in other words, to 
mystification. What replaces the Romantic ideal of 
an inner meaning to musical form is deadpan puns 
or recursive references to other sonic objects. 
Multistability and UL8, released within a week of each 
other in late 2010, were each intended as “a record-
label specific record”, responding to the histories 
of Raster-Noton and Editions Mego respectively. 
Manitutshu (2011) used presets that Fell designed for 
Native Instruments’ Razor synth software (designed 
by Eric Wiegand) and that the company rejected; 
several track titles begin “Acids In The...”, referring to 
UL8’s “Acids In The Style Of Rian Treanor” suite, itself 
recalling Florian Hecker’s Acid In The Style Of David 
Tudor. Post-internet 2.0 music inherited this move 
from fine art after conceptualism, which articulates 
itself through borrowings, transformations and 
oppositions from the archive of art history. For artists 
as diverse as Jeff Koons, Jeff Wall, Cindy Sherman or 
John Baldessari, art production existed less in relation 
to the specificities of its medium and historical moment 
than the pressure of the commercial system from which 
it emerged and was its only context. But compare 
Fell’s approach with the likes of Daniel Lopatin, Lee 
Gamble or Holly Herndon, and its inarticulate purism is 
remarkable: stripped of their semiotic content forms 
and sounds are apprehended as readymades to be 
reanimated in his systems.  

In a 2002 essay on Xenakis’s Persepolis, Mark 
Sinker wrote: “The barminess of Xenakis’s totalist 
rigour ensures that no one gets in free. High priests 
and laity are all on the outside, together. Formalised 
Music is a massive autodestructive engine: it creates 
the monumental ruin of itself.” Systems create and 
attract the outside forces that, by constitutively 
excluding them, make them possible – and eventually 
disintegrate them. Systems provide, via the pleasures 
of symmetry and elegance and technical certainties, 
safeguards against pain, despair, helplessness, 
mundane responsibility and disappointment. 
Detachment, blankness, rigour, the diagrammatic are 
red rags to the psychoanalyst. Back to where all the 
trails lead: to the primal scene of house.

“Say It Slowly (NUM Mix)”, on Fell and Terre Thaemlitz’s 
Complete Spiral EP, layers a deep house groove with 
a speech by former National Union of Mineworkers 
leader Arthur Scargill. “They said we were a threat,” it 
ends. “Too bloody right! I hate capitalism!”

That and last year’s follow-up EP, Fresh Insights, 
which used a sample of a parliamentary speech by the 
late Labour MP Tony Benn, caused a stir of chortling 
in the Twittersphere. “It wasn’t a joke!” Fell insists. 
The tracks follow the deep house convention of using 
civil rights speeches (such as Fingers Inc’s Variant mix 
of “Can You Feel It”). “House music has always had a 
political drive to it… I don’t like capitalism. Or certainly 
not this global hypercapitalism that is just starting to 
run the planet. For me it was a real political message.” 
Given how thoroughly Fell has purged the base material 
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of his other work of such referential fragments, this 
seems like a telling thing to leave lying in the open. 
Especially as it was this material that formed the kernel 
of Fell’s Sensate Focus project.

He describes the latter as his own version of the 
deep house idiom. But equally, the project immersed 
him in a formal language that was foreign. The pencil 
logo on the sleeves came from Digital Performer, the 
software Fell used: here all the musical values are 
drawn in on a timeline using the pencil tool. The format 
forces consideration of the temporal arc of a track, 
something Fell flipped by turning it into inescapable, 
lingering moments, meditations on “the texture of the 
experience, as opposed to the overall journey and the 
conclusion” (the name of the series comes from a sex 
therapy technique designed to do the same). “It just 
seemed to fit perfectly. And then also the idea that the 
pencil was the tool, which was where all the activity 
happened. The pencil obviously recalls the phallic 
symbol – the word’s the same!” Precisely such an act 
of estrangement – a form seen and treated anew – 
allows Fell to foreground the tools and interfaces that 
determined house’s form and vocabulary. The usual 
temporal narrative of house – particularly in the odd, 
distorted form it’s taken in the recent pop productions 
of Dr Luke, Max Martin and others – has become a 
kind of sonic money shot for clubbers, in which the 
increasingly commodified environments of dance music 
come to seem natural and undetachable from the 
pleasure of the music itself. The sensual plateaus of 
Chicago, Detroit and New York cede to the soundtrack 
of a panoptic space surveilled by commerce, where the 
embodiment of dance becomes primarily the occasion 
for pain, humiliation and exploitation. Is that why his 
solo work seems so anti-aesthetic, so at odds with 
traditional conceptions of what works in the club? Do 
people ever dance to it?

“They do, funnily enough! I was once doing a show 
in Boston and it was a regular techno night, to do 
the Multistability stuff, which is really rhythmically 
weird. And I thought, why have they booked me? It’s 
not even a festival and people are there just to dance. 
I’d met some friends beforehand and almost forgot 
I was playing. I got drunk – I don’t drink much but I 
was a little bit drunk – I burst into this club at the last 
minute, went onstage and did this show and it just 
had a real energy to it. And there were all these super 
trendy black guys doing breakdancing. I was onstage 
literally changing a parameter and seeing this guy 
change in response – it’s almost like I’m controlling 
him.” He laughs at the memory. “There are a few 
different strands to what I do and the one strand that 
is this rhythmic stuff, I see that as grounded within 
the house and techno tradition. I’m really critical of 
anything that pretends to be experimental music. I 
never use the term experimental in reference to what 
I do or what anybody does, because for me – this 
is a slightly iffy thing to say – but for me the whole 
of music is experimental. Like if you take Cage’s 
definition of what constitutes experimental music 
– that the outcome isn’t known beforehand – then 
all music becomes experimental. An example is, what 
could be more experimental than Motown? No one 
goes into a studio saying, this is exactly what I want to 
make. For me, when people call things experimental it’s 
more about creating a hierarchical distinction between 
this stuff that is different and called experimental and 
this stuff that’s just popular. So I refer to it as unusual 

music, which for me is a lot less loaded with issues to 
do with status and authority and authenticity.”

In this sense his tracks form encrypted doubles of 
his installation work, which has been openly critical 
of academic electroacoustic and computer music. 
He calls it “mainstream computer music – just to 
really offend people who do it”. Their blunt titles – 8 
Rectangular Waveshapes, 2 Discreet Generative 
Systems, 64 Beautiful Phase Violations – and 
exposure of their own mechanisms transgress the 
written and unwritten rules of ambisonic installations 
and concerts, in which sounds are panned around to 
create a similarly illusionistic impression of space:  
“This very gestural, dynamic storytelling approach 
to sound… here’s a river and here’s some birds 
flying over the river and here’s a car in the distance 
that’s static. So it’s this very romantic, pastoral, 
sentimentalised way of dealing with the landscape, 
with sound as a landscape.” By contrast Fell, 
working with an ambisonic system utilising phase 
manipulations in 64 Beautiful Phase Violations, used 
it to create the sense of an abstract mass of sound. “It 
wasn’t like, OK, here’s something realistic that’s going 
on over there, it’s like, here’s something that explores 
the character of those phase relationships and what 
it can do to your auditory perceptual mechanism. And 
what I found was that really, really strange things 
would happen. At one bit, it really felt like my head had 
been transformed into some weird thing.”

What accompanies the approach to sound of which 
he dismays is an institutional calcification in music 
departments. Much has been made recently of a 
hopeful rapprochement between the academy and 
artists operating with at least one foot in dance music 
traditions, with former computer music student Lee 
Gamble and current Stanford graduate student Holly 
Herndon gaining a higher profile. Fell is sceptical. 
There is still, he says, a hierarchical division between 
“independent and marginal computer musics” and 
the work that the academy deems worthy of time, 
resources and study. “The ICMC [International 
Computer Music Conference] is quite critical of 
anything that is outside its bunch of friends – the 
Computer Music Journal said that anything from a 
popular tradition was beyond its remit, so Autechre, 
for example, couldn’t be covered in it.” 

Fell has worked on research projects at a number of 
institutions and recently taught at Stanford. “Holly 
[Herndon] for sure is informed about these things, but 
the other students and staff… you’ll say, there’s this 
guy called Ryoji Ikeda. Who’s that?… I’d like to see 
academic departments employing people who knew 
about those histories and those activities and were 
qualified to support the students who are working 
in those traditions. I was in Germany last week, and 
this one student said, ‘It’s so good to actually have 
someone to talk to, who can say, you need to listen to 
this, you’ve missed out on this, this led to this’. That’s 
what a teacher ought to do.”

Which brings us back to Scargill, the great 
autodidact whose venomous disdain for the 
British class system found an odd mirror in the 
Yorkshire synthpop artists of the period. “With the 
electroacoustic works [by academic composers], 
where I’m critical of them, for me that is necessarily 
connected into this history of, these are the people 
who write the books and who have the knowledge, 
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all typically from very middle class or upper class 
backgrounds, and this marginalising of everything 
that is popular and somehow less worthy of critical 
analysis… Clearly I think that house music is as 
interesting as something by Stockhausen or Xenakis. 
But I’m not really interested in turning it into a simple 
us and them tug of war. It’s about looking at the more 
complex dynamics of the procedures that are implicit 
in each of those different traditions and how they 
strengthen certain beliefs or not. 

“Dance music for me, in the late 1980s and early 90s 
was this outsider activity… Now forward-wind in time 
and we’re in a situation where house music has been 
extremely commodified and is basically selling that 
world of fast cars and designer clothes, etc. And also 
selling this idea of, let’s have fun.” Club culture thinks 
of itself as an arena of total commitment, in which, 
without reservation or self-reflection, experience 
becomes primal and transparent. But this is an illusion 
in the same sense that the perspective introduced by 
Renaissance painting, with landscapes laid out for 
the individual viewer, is an illusion: forms of ‘realistic’ 
perception that have a hidden political determination.

“I’m kind of trying to reframe this commodified 
activity to something that is very different to that, 
that’s very analytical and critical – not because 
generally speaking I favour that,” Fell adds. “For me 
it’s interesting to reveal that it’s not just this surface 
of people having a party, there’s all this other stuff 
going on. In my practice I’m getting more and more 
concerned with not just having a party, it’s about 
having an ideological position and being critical about 
the tradition within which I’m working. And trying to 
connect that to political concerns and the reality of 
what it’s like in the current political climate.”

Fell points me to a YouTube video of SND at a Pan 
label night for the Boiler Room website in 2012. Fell 
and Steel don’t make even a shadow of a bob or 
headnod; Fell keeps his backpack on throughout, 
as if ready for a quick escape. The comments are a 
techno version of Flaubert’s Dictionary Of Received 
Ideas: “for all I know one could be playing solitaire, 
and the other updating his facebook check in”, “the 
performers have 0 interaction with crowd just sitting 
there looking at their computers”, “looks like 2 guys 
trying to figure out Ableton after just downloading it”.

“When Bill [Kouligas] from Pan asked us to do that, 
I said to Mat [Steel], let’s make a new live set, that is 
the most grotesquely impossible thing that you could 
imagine. Let’s try and do something that no one can 
enjoy, that is absolutely beyond any form of pleasure. 
Let’s do this because it’s the Boiler Room, which has 
got a massive international following, and it becomes 
a way of really drawing out everyone’s prejudices, 
they come right to the surface.” The way he tells it, 
it sounds like a serious and enjoyable joke, a Fluxus-
like intervention into the rhetorics of performance 
and enjoyment. “But then, people come up to me [and 
say], ‘That set was amazing, it was so good’. 

“I think pleasure exists in different levels, in 
anything. You can watch someone fall over in the 
street and hurt themselves, and get some kind of 
weird pleasure out of it. I wouldn’t, but some people 
could; but the person who’s fallen over has not found 
it pleasurable. You can take pleasure in things that 
are deliberately confrontational or difficult. You can 
take pleasure in the gesture.” The Neurobiology  
Of Moral Decision Making is released by The Death  
Of Rave
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